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CYCLIC RELATIONS IN POINT SET THEORY* 

BY E. C. STOPHER, JR. 

I. Introduction. The formula 

(1) <f>c<f>c4>c4>A = 4>c<f>A, 

where c denotes the operation of taking complements and 0 is 
an arbitrary operator, is of considerable interest in the study of 
sets of points. Kuratowskif proved that the formula holds for 
a postulated closure or extension function. ZaryckiJ established 
the formula in case <j>A is the "interior" of A and Sanders § es
tablished it for a general derived set operator satisfying the 
postulates : 

I . d(A + B) = dA + dB, 

I I . d2A S dA. 

In this paper we shall follow the established || practice of post
ulating a derived set operator d, subject to I and II , and, using 
a notation introduced by Chittenden, define certain terms as 
follows : 

Identity : \A = A ; 
Complement'. cA = S — A (S denotes the entire space) ; 
Extension :̂ f eA = A + dA; 
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1f F. Hausdorff, Mengenlehre, pp. 109-129. Under the postulates given, the 
derived set corresponds to HausdorfFs set of jö points, Ap. The extension corre
sponds to his a points, Aa. Similarly, hA corresponds to An, jA to Aj, bA to Ar 

(border is a translation of the German word "rand"), kA to Ah, and s A to As. 


